Partnerships on Security in Public Space
draft Action Plans to Public Feedback

PUBLIC CONSULTATION OPEN

Stakeholders are invited to contribute and participate to a series of short questionnaires on actions, until 9 September.

The Action plan presents a range of suggested actions to tackle identified issues in the field of Urban Security. Before final approval by EU Member States, their drafts are open for comments during a 7 week "Public Feedback". Collected inputs help strengthening and consolidating draft actions.

All interested stakeholders (e.g. institutions and authorities, academies and research centres, companies, NGOs, experts and citizens) have access to the draft actions and can answer anonymously to any of the action questionnaires. No registration is needed.

ACTION 1 – Developing a Framework for a Self-Assessment tool dedicated to Urban Authorities – Pilot
ACTION 2 – Recommendations on EU security strategy, multi-level governance and funding
ACTION 3 – Evaluate the application of Artificial Intelligence technologies
ACTION 4 – Develop a capacity building training scheme about integrated urban security
ACTION 5 – Measure the impact of social cohesion on security in public spaces
ACTION 6 – Develop guidance for architectural and spatial design (security by design)

How to participate?
To take part to Public feedback just click on the link:


Contacts
Communication Team: UA.communication@ecorys.com